
Genius 2141 

Chapter 2141 Slash The Eight Desolations, Exterminate Evil Energy! 

Lord heavenly evil's power increased again. He pointed his sword at Emperor Yu, ready to kill him. 

The beast King flew out and stood in front of Emperor Yu. 

"Art of the beast King, Suan ni Lion King contest!" 

"Roar!" 

The Lion King roared and a shadow of a flaming Lion appeared behind the beast King. As it roared, waves 

of flaming power shot up into the sky to resist Lord heavenly evil's sword Qi. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

King heavenly evil's sword Qi rushed out and spun in the sky for a few rounds, increasing its power. It 

faced the power of the roaring flames. Suddenly, the sky was filled with fire and clouds. The sword Qi 

instantly broke through the surrounding of the power of flames and rushed toward feather Emperor. 

"Ah?" 

The beast King turned pale with fright as it circulated all of its beast King Power. 

"Lion King's order Suan ni split kill!" 

The beast King's body moved in an instant and struck back with its sharp claws. The beast King punched 

out, and the world shook. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The sword Qi destroyed everything in all directions. The Lion King's attack shook the nine Heavens. 

At this moment, there was only an extremely powerful energy explosion between the heaven and earth, 

and countless profound immortal laws fought in the surroundings. 

"Ah!" 

With a miserable cry, The Lion King's Phantom shattered and the Beast King fell from the sky. 

"A beast King!" 

Many experts from the realm of beasts moved to catch the beast King. 

The people of the flying feather race hurried to bring Emperor Yu back. Such an explosive situation 

greatly damaged the Alliance Army. 

Within the nine-story Pagoda, ye chen had already broken through to the seventh level! 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

On the eighth floor of the demonic tower, balls of black liquid condensed and finally transformed into 

the form of a super strong warrior. It was The Guardian of the evil source. 
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"Die!" 

After it was formed, a murderous aura instantly filled the entire space without saying anything else. The 

Guardians of the evil source killed all those who invaded the nine-story demon tower. 

"Ha, come!" 

Ye chen sneered. His eyes were filled with the light of battle intent. The ancient divine power in his body 

rapidly evolved and condensed into a pair of sharp claws. 

"Kill!" 

Ye Chen's body moved in an instant, and the shadows of the wolves appeared one after another. He 

absorbed the power of the Skywolf and instantly rushed into the battlefield. 

At this moment, on the battlefield, the Guardians of the evil source had split up at the same time. 

Countless guardians charged out together and surrounded ye chen. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

He waved his sharp claws, and the Beast Emperor's power spread in all directions, shattering countless 

Guardian shadows. 

"Roar!" 

The beast Emperor's shadow appeared. The beast Emperor power hidden within it was unstoppable like 

the surging River. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Nine explosions occurred in front of him, and all the illusions were shattered. 

"There's something!" 

The Guardian of the evil source revealed a bloodthirsty smile. Only struggling prey could bring him 

enough pleasure. 

Suddenly, dark power surged in the space. Countless dark powers rushed out of the ley lines and poured 

into the Guardian's body. Ye Chen's beast Emperor power struck the Guardian's body but was 

completely blocked by the dark energy shield. It was completely ineffective. 

"Very good!" 

Ye chen sneered again. Similarly, only such an opponent could improve his strength. 

"The beast Emperor's power is enough to defeat the rushing Thunder hand!" 

Ye chen put his palms together and turned them around. The power of Rolling Thunder filled his hands. 

He moved again, lotuses blooming under his feet. He was so fast that he could not even blink! 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Ye chen turned into a meteor and moved rapidly in space like a stream of light. Wherever his sharp 

claws touched, everything was torn apart. 



Countless dark energy was cut by ye chen, causing the dark energy shield to gradually thin. Ye chen 

found an opportunity and the killer move was right in front of him. 

"Spirit-snatching life extinguishing finger, full power!" 

Ye chen extended all ten of his fingers and shot ten destructive rays at the same time, sealing off any 

escape routes. 

"What?" 

The protector shuddered in fear. Instantly, his entire body was attacked by ten destructive rays and 

completely collapsed. 

"Ah!" 

His screams resounded throughout the eighth level of the demon tower. Then, the Guardian's body 

turned into dust. 

"Mm ..." 

Ye chen looked around coldly. He knew very well that The Guardian had absorbed the power of the evil 

source and would not be destroyed so easily. 

However, the might of the celestial Emperor was not afraid of any power! 

He strode forward with a majestic gait, unparalleled in the world! 

Thump, thump, thump! 

With every step ye chen took, the earth trembled and the space exploded. Waves of beast Emperor 

power galloped out and took on various beast forms. 

For a moment, the entire space was like a battlefield of ten thousand beasts. It was a spectacular and 

earth-shaking scene! 

Thump, thump, thump! 

Countless beast-like figures charged and collided with each other in an insufferably arrogant manner, as 

if they wanted to smash everything. 

Not only could these charging beast forms attack anything in the space, but they also protected ye chen 

so that no sneak attack could directly hurt him, giving him enough time to react. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

At this moment, on the surrounding land, many dark vortexes appeared. In the vortexes, blood-colored 

liquid began to condense and form, all of them turning into the form of the Guardians. These were not 

avatars but real guardians. 

It was Guardian's second Battle form! 

"Kill!" 

At the same time, The Guardian raised its right hand and aimed it at ye chen. 



"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Suddenly, countless blood-colored rays shot toward ye chen. However, as ye Chen's body was constantly 

releasing beast Emperor power, these rays could only come into contact with the beast form formed by 

the beast Emperor power. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The beast form was constantly bombarded by the destruction rays, turning into dust. 

"Ah!" 

At that moment, ye chen roared and the heavenly Dragon's eight notes vibrated at the same time. 

"Roar!" 

The eight Dragon-shaped divine powers burst into the surrounding space. In an instant, all the 

destructive rays were shattered at the same time and attacked the blood Guardian. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

However, just as the rays were about to reach them, the blood Guardians all dove into the blood pool 

beneath their feet and disappeared. 

"A formation!" 

Ye Chen's eyes could see the dark energy formation hidden in the ground. 

"I can't waste any more time!" 

The eight-gate divine disc shot out, and eight-gate divine light shone on the ground. Instantly, the evil 

energy array was revealed. 

"Seven kill Eight Trigrams Formation!" 

He quickly analyzed the eight-gate divine disc and instantly obtained the deconstruction diagram of the 

formation in front of him. 

The eight guardians 'figures constantly changed their forms and positions according to the positions of 

the seven stars and Eight Trigrams. This kind of formation was extremely complicated. It was almost 

impossible to find the correct position in a short period of time. However, that was for ordinary 

powerhouses. For ye chen, the eight-gate divine disc was the nemesis of this formation. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Ye chen released his divine power and infused it into the divine disc. The divine disc glowed in all 

directions and its divine might was boundless. 

"Open your eyes!" 

He activated the Demon's Eye again, and the core of the array instantly locked onto him. 

"Heavenly Emperor command: resplendent earth sword reverse slash!" 



Ye chen flew up and unleashed the peerless Heavenly Sword! 

With a single sword, the heavens and earth shook, and the universe shattered! 

"Boom boom boom!" 

With a shocking explosion, the core of the seven kills Eight Trigrams Formation was broken by ye chen. 

The eight Scarlet guardians revealed themselves one after another. 

"Roar!" 

The eight guardians roared one after another. They were furious that ye chen had destroyed the core of 

the formation. 

"Hahaha, all of you, die!" 

In ye Chen's ecstasy, he pointed his sword to the sky. The fatal blow was right in front of him! 

"The celestial Emperor ordered the resplendent man-sword to spin around the resplendent life-

snatching finger, the resplendent underworld finger!" 

Chapter 2142 The Strongest Double Evil Kings! 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The sword Qi swept in all directions, and the power of destruction shook the nine Heavens! 

The entire eight-story demonic tower was on the verge of collapse. The eight Blood Guardians were 

severely injured by the sword Qi and shattered by the destruction rays. 

All he could see was smoke and nothingness! 

The eight Blood Guardians turned into blood and disappeared, and the celestial Thearch continued to 

move forward. 

"Ye chen has broken through to the eighth level!" 

"Ha, good. Death is waiting for him!" 

The two great evil kings looked coldly at the door. With a loud boom, the heavenly Emperor ye chen 

descended. 

The ninth level of the demon Pagoda was the place where the final battle would take place. 

Heavenly evil king and Ghost Dragon King had both arrived. 

"Ye chen, are you here to die?" 

The ghost Dragon King waved his black jade fan lightly and questioned in a cold voice. 

Facing the two great evil kings, ye Chen's eyes were cold. He was like a god who had descended to the 

mortal world, looking down on the world. 

"Where is the source of evil?" 
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The cold voice retorted, directly pointing at the ghost Dragon King. 

"Hahaha, the evil source is not something you can see. We two kings are here to send you off!" 

"If you don't answer me, you've lost your value. Then die!" 

As expected, Lord heavenly evil and Ghost Dragon King were arrogant and did not put him in their eyes 

at all. Only slaughter and destruction would be their final outcome. The energy in heavenly Emperor ye 

Chen's entire body erupted. At this moment, he wanted to cleanse the entire nine-story shifter tower. 

At this moment, in the core of the monster Tower, Lord evil was absorbing endless evil energy and 

adjusting himself to a complete form. 

In the outside world, Emperor Yu was recuperating while the beast King was fighting against evil 

emperor Visrava. 

"Hahaha, beast King, you can only bow before me!" 

"Visrava, don't be arrogant. Have you seen the power of a beast Emperor?" 

The beast King's cold eyes opened. Suddenly, the shadow of a beast Emperor appeared behind him. This 

was the mental cultivation method ye chen had taught the beast King before he left. This mental 

cultivation method could allow a part of the beast King's power to evolve into the beast Emperor's 

power. 

"What?" 

Sensing the completely different power, var A's eyes turned slightly cold. 

"This energy is similar to the one in ye Chen's body. Is this the beast Emperor's power?" 

"That's right. Before the power of the beast Emperor, Visrava, you have no advantage at all!" 

"Hahaha, what a joke! How dare you talk about superiority in my evil spirit land? today, I'm going to tear 

you apart!" 

"Hahaha!" Visar a laughed wildly. Countless divine weapons appeared behind him, all floating in the air 

and attacking the beast King. 

"Beast King, be careful!" 

The experts of the beast Realm all shouted. 

p "Beast Emperor power!" 

At this moment, the beast King exploded with his beast Emperor power. All the divine weapons that 

were attacking him were shattered. The scene was shocking. 

"Good, good, good!" 

Countless experts from the realm of beasts were extremely excited. The power of the beast Emperor, 

the primitive strength of the realm of beasts, had finally reappeared in the world. 

"How is that possible?" 



The divine weapon attack formation was actually broken. At this moment, Visha began to pay attention 

to the opponent in front of him. The energy density of the beast Emperor power was far above that of 

the beast King Power. Such an opponent was worth killing! 

"Evil emperor style, Taowu fangs ten thousand killing formation!" 

As vari a spread his arms, the surrounding space continued to spin, and the dark energy in the earth vein 

kept pouring into his body. Then, sharp claws of bones emerged from the ground! 

Crack, crack, crack! 

The earth cracked open and the valleys ran amok. The evil Emperor's Secret technique was revealed. 

The sharp claws of the withered bones attacked the beast King in a frenzy. They were like a cage that 

locked onto the beast King. 

"Ha, so what!" 

The beast King showed no fear in the face of the skeleton claw thousand killing formation. Its beast 

Emperor power was like the chaos of the primeval era, overwhelming the mountains and overturning 

the seas! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Waves of beast Emperor power turned into palm prints and bombarded the skeleton claw thousand 

killing formation. Countless bones were shattered and turned into dust. Such might made the experts of 

the beast territory even happier. Finally, their beast territory was going to be famous through the ages. 

"Giggle!" 

However, vari a revealed an evil smile. Then, the shattered bones actually gathered together again, 

forming stronger bone claws that continued to attack. 

After several battles, countless bones had been broken by the beast Emperor's power, but they could 

always gather again, as if there was no end to them. 

The situation of the battle instantly reversed, and the Beast King was in danger. 

At the same time, inside the nine-story demon tower, the heavenly evil king, the ghost Dragon King, and 

the strongest two kings were facing ye chen. The situation was equally urgent. 

"Tian Xie was shocked by the glorious ten-sided sky explosion!" 

Lord heavenly evil's eyes turned cold. He did not hold back at all and used his ultimate move. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Suddenly, evil energy gushed out. Endless streams of evil energy transformed into pythons and rushed 

toward ye chen. 

In the face of such dark energy, ye chen instantly realized that this person's strength was completely 

different from the evil king 's. The attributes of the dark energy were also different. 



"Heaven and earth flipping double seal!" 

Ye chen spread his hands and made a mysterious gesture. He pressed his palms together and unleashed 

the heaven and earth quake! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Two dharmic seals descended from the sky, suppressing the ten-sided skyexplosion. 

As the endless evil energy exploded, the dharmic seal suppressed it. The entire space rapidly 

transformed and twisted endlessly. It instantly fell into the void and the energy dissipated. 

"What?" 

Lord heavenly evil was greatly shocked by such an exquisite solution. As the leader of the evil kings, how 

could he be defeated? 

"Kill!" 

The heavenly evil king charged toward ye chen with his evil sword. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

In just one exchange, the sword Qi of both sides had exchanged no less than a hundred moves. 

On the side, the ghost Dragon King carefully observed ye Chen's movements, trying to find a flaw in 

them. However, ye Chen's attacks were extremely domineering without the slightest hesitation. He 

could not see any flaws at all. Moreover, ye chen had the god of the underworld and the ancient God's 

double divine body, which was even more difficult to predict. 

"Void vibration!" 

With a single palm, the void shattered and everything shattered! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

A series of explosive godly power struck in a straight line. Even though Lord heavenly evil had a strong 

foundation, he still felt a great danger and retreated quickly. 

"Hahaha, is this the power of the number one evil king? What a joke!" 

Ye Chen's mockery infuriated King heavenly evil. 

"This King wants you to die!" 

The heavenly evil sword flashed with killing light. Instantly, the only thing that could be seen between 

heaven and earth was the evil light, not just the sun, the moon, and the stars. At this moment, all living 

things were exterminated! 

In the face of such a strange sword technique, ye Chen's glabella released a dark light and a dark barrier 

automatically formed around him. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 



The power of the darkness pool quickly spread through the entire space, and even the earth vein's dark 

energy could not stop it. Even the dark energy in the earth vein was covered by the black gold glass, 

unable to work. 

Without the support of the earth vein evil energy, King heavenly evil's power was greatly reduced. 

He also sensed the weakening of this power. He looked at the ground and saw that it was already dark 

and a mountain of glass! 

"Slash!" 

King heavenly evil tried to break the black and gold glass in front of him, but it was all in vain. The sword 

Qi hit the black and gold glass, but it did not have any effect. This was the power of a two-star ancient 

God. 

"Burning Sky palm!" 

Ye chen activated the heavenly flame's power and instantly burned a thousand miles of land. The entire 

space was engulfed in a sea of fire. 

"This!" 

Lord heavenly evil had to fly up to deal with the heavenly Fire. 

"Mm ..." 

At this moment, the ghost Dragon King fanned his feather fan and waves of strange evil energy blew 

past like a breeze. Ye Chen's eyes turned cold! 

Chapter 2143 2148-Six Dao Restrictions! 

"Heavenly evil blood spirit centipede, kill!" 

The ghost Dragon King locked onto ye chen. He waved the White Feather fan in his hand and released 

the secret spell. 

Inside the pagoda, countless illusionary blood spirits appeared in the sky. Their blood-colored bodies 

and faceless faces were like demons. Inspired, they obeyed the ghost Dragon King's instructions and 

locked onto ye Chen's figure. 

"Squeak, squeak, squeak ..." 

The blood spirits shrieked sharply and communicated with each other, trying to interfere with ye Chen's 

attack and defense by using their numbers and strange bewilderment spells. 

In the face of the immeasurable blood spirit, ye Chen's eyes glowed with anger and he activated 

summon. 

"True spirit nine transformation, ancient Suan ni ape!" 

Ye chen pointed at the blood with his sword and sprayed it into the air. The blood led the way and his 

spirit gathered. An incomparably tall ancient demon ape appeared with a loud bang. 
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"Roar!" 

The demonic ape roared, shaking all directions. Its fists pounded the ground like two high mountains 

descending on the earth. The vigorous power was indescribable! 

Waves of shock waves rushed towards the blood spirits in all directions. How could the bodies of the 

blood spirits withstand such a huge force? they were shattered one after another, but more blood spirits 

were produced. They were like unending ghosts that were entangled endlessly. 

"Ye chen, you don't stand a chance!" 

The heavenly evil king pointed his evil sword at ye chen, a domineering expression on his face. 

"Ha, you want to kill me at this level? you've really disappointed me!" 

Ye chen remained calm in the face of King heavenly evil's life-and-death threat. 

The heavenly evil king sneered. Ye Chen's reaction was within his expectations. He also drew out a drop 

of blood from his sword finger and threw it into the sky. 

"Blood as the guide, evil energy gathers and exterminate in all directions!" 

"Six Dao restriction!" 

Lord heavenly evil had activated the most powerful evil energy formation, the six forbidden zones. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Suddenly, the entire nine-story demonic tower trembled. Waves of evil energy gathered in Lord 

heavenly evil's body. He flew to the nine Heavens and absorbed the evil energy, turning into the 

strongest evil king. 

"How long can you be arrogant before the heavens?" 

Lord heavenly evil sneered and pointed his evil sword to the sky. Suddenly, a huge beam of evil energy 

shot out of his body and into the clouds. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The endless evil energy transformed into six evil swords, which contained the power of the evil source. 

"Die!" 

King heavenly evil directed the six evil swords and they hovered above ye Chen's head. Suddenly, waves 

of evil energy locked onto ye Chen's aura. The six evil swords released the ultimate evil energy sword Qi. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Countless sword Qi was released from the six evil swords and bombarded ye Chen's surroundings. 

"Sky covering hand, Yin Yang wheel!" 

Ye chen stretched out his hand and activated the divine Power's blessing, covering the sky. 

All things were destroyed by the evil sword Qi! 



Although the sky covering hand was powerful, it could not resist the sword Qi of abstinence and 

shattered in the air. 

"Hahaha!" 

As King heavenly evil laughed maniacally, the sword Qi of abstinence continued to bombard ye chen, 

trying to destroy ye Chen's body completely. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

At this moment, ye Chen's yin-yang wheel was spinning behind him. Streams of celestial demon power 

were infused into it. When the demon energy burst out, countless demon wheels shot out at the same 

time, heading straight for the six paths Demon Sword of extinction. 

"Don't even think about it!" 

King heavenly evil saw through ye Chen's intention at a glance and met the ghost Dragon King's eyes. 

Instantly, countless blood spirits rushed toward the demon wheel to devour it. 

The demonic wheel's power multiplied and cut the blood spirits 'bodies. However, there were countless 

blood spirits. They relied on their bodies of blood to offset the killing power of the demonic wheel. 

"Mm ..." 

Ye Chen's brows were cold and murderous. He flew toward the ghost Dragon King. Only by breaking the 

ghost Dragon king's blood spirit array could he attack the six paths of abstinence array before him. He 

had already fallen into the double extreme killing array. 

In fact, as the source of evil was gradually activated, ye chen would have to face an even more 

dangerous environment. 

There was not much time left for ye chen. He could only break one of the links before the other party's 

plans came true! 

"Heavenly Emperor command: resplendent earth sword reverse slash!" 

The celestial Thearch sword appeared in his hand again, and he performed a song of farewell! 

The sword Qi roared in all directions, instantly forming a wall of sword Qi, blocking the million-strong 

evil spirit Army in front of him. 

At that moment, six sword Qi locked onto ye chen at the same time. 

"Six paths of annihilation heavenly evil monarch sword!" 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The six sword forms emitted a strange light at the same time and formed a huge evil sword form in the 

air. The sword form locked onto ye Chen's body. It was the heavenly evil king Sword, the power of 

extreme destruction. 

"Ye chen, you're dead." 



Lord heavenly evil opened his eye in the middle of his brows and guided the sword. It descended with a 

loud bang, like the judgment of hell, unstoppable. 

"Kill!" 

With a cold cry, the celestial Thearch sword struck out, and the heavenly evil sword descended at the 

same time. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The power of both sides collided in mid-air, and the rotation was destroyed! 

The strangulation storm shook the entire scene. The entire nine-story demon tower was unable to 

withstand such a huge force, and it actually began to show signs of collapse, with countless cracks 

appearing. 

The cracks continued to spread, and even dark power could not repair them. 

Such a phenomenon caused the people fighting outside to look at the nine-story demon tower. 

"What's going on? look, the nine-story demon tower is about to collapse.“ 

"Yes, is this the power of the god of the underworld?" 

"The god of the underworld will win! We'll hold on!" 

Everyone's fighting spirit rose when they saw this. The beast Realm, the flying feather race, and the 

other major sects joined forces. With their powerful defensive formations, they were able to 

temporarily resist the evil Emperor's ultimate attack. 

"Hateful!" 

The evil emperor looked at the monster Tower. He knew that things were not as simple as they seemed. 

It was difficult to predict the outcome of this battle. As such, he had to destroy the underworld God 

Army as soon as possible! 

"Evil Emperor's Secret technique, nine-fingered heavenly evil!" 

The evil emperor flew up to the nine Heavens and waved his sharp claws. A demonic claw formed from 

the power of nine fingers appeared in the sky. It was as if the sky was falling and the earth was sinking, 

suppressing everyone. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The nine-fingered Demon Claw continued to descend with the thunderstorm. The defensive array that 

everyone had set up together was like a piece of paper in front of the nine-fingered Demon Claw. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The evil energy exploded, and the protective array instantly collapsed. All that could be seen was the 

huge nine-fingered Demon Claw. 

"Hahaha, all of you, come and die!" 



The evil emperor was overjoyed. He grabbed forward with his demonic claw, and thousands of 

cultivators were instantly grabbed and destroyed. 

Fresh blood turned into a rain of blood as it descended. It was a terrifying sight that sent chills down 

one's spine. 

Everyone's hearts were in turmoil. At this moment, death was right in front of them, and the Beast King 

could only step forward. 

"Beast Emperor power!" 

Based on his talent, he had already reached his limit when he used the beast Emperor force previously. 

Now that he was forcefully using it, it would definitely cause a backlash to his Foundation. 

However, in order to save everyone, the beast King knew that he could not hesitate. He had to wait until 

ye chen destroyed the shifter tower and returned to everyone's side. 

"Ten thousand beasts greeting the Emperor!" 

"Roar!" 

The majestic Lion Phantom roared behind the beast King, and the last bit of beast Emperor power 

caused the world to shake and strange phenomena to appear. 

The majestic Lion pounced out and charged straight at the nine-fingered demonic claw. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The powers of both sides clashed rapidly. Although the beast Emperor power was strong, under the 

endless bombardment of the other party's dark energy, it gradually showed signs of being unable to 

hold on. In the end, The Lion King's Phantom was shattered, and the Beast King was severely injured. 

"A beast King!" 

The crowd trembled in fear as they rushed to the beast King's side. At this moment, the beast King's 

meridians were shattered and blood was flowing out! 

Chapter 2144 Nether King Breaks The Ghost Dragon! 

"A beast King!" 

Inside the shifter tower, ye chen could sense the beast King's current situation through his beast 

Emperor power. He knew that the battle in the outside world was very disadvantageous. He could not 

delay any longer. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, did you sense something?" 

Lord heavenly evil suddenly said. Obviously, he knew what was happening in the outside world. 

The heavenly evil king Sword and ye Chen's celestial Thearch sword were still in a stalemate. The 

surrounding space was filled with blood spirits, which greatly suppressed ye chen. The ghost Dragon 

King was adept at using sorcery while the heavenly evil king was extremely powerful. Ye chen was facing 
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these two people alone, and they were inside the demon Pagoda. One could imagine how great the 

disadvantage was. 

Moreover, both of them were extremely powerful abstruse Immortals. Ye Chen's current cultivation 

base was only at the peak of itinerant immortal. The gap between them was also huge. 

"Kill!" 

Ye chen swung his sword in reverse. The earth sword flickered with a sharp light and instantly repelled 

the blood spirits around him. 

"It's no use. You can't get rid of the blood spirit. Hahaha!" 

The feather fan in the ghost Dragon king's hand began to transform into a white bone fan. In an instant, 

its dark energy increased greatly. This was the true form of the feather fan. 

"White bones burial!" 

With a furious roar, the ghost Dragon King waved his white bone fan. It was as if the world had just been 

created, and the chaos was boundless. Countless blood spirits began to gather and turned into a large 

blood spirit sword. At the same time, it suppressed ye chen. This was a sure-kill secret technique. 

"Summon of the underworld!" 

In the face of such a killer move, ye Chen's left eye flickered with the light of the underworld God. 

Suddenly, the Dark Lord and the underworld King reappeared in the world. 

The Demon's Eye was activated, and the nether King was enraged! 

"Underworld God sacrifice!" 

The Dark Lord and the King of Hades waved their sharp claws, and an unparalleled dark cyclone rose 

rapidly, instantly locking onto the sword of blood spirit. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The dark cyclone locked onto the blood spirit sword and activated the Supreme netherworld energy. Not 

only was the entire blood spirit sword unable to harm ye Chen's body, it even began to disintegrate. 

"This is ..." 

The ghost Dragon King's brows were tightly knitted. As his heart trembled in fear, the underworld God 

cyclone destroyed the sword of blood spirit in the air. 

"Backlash from the dark god Suan ni!" 

The nether King also released his secret technique. The blood spirit sword that had dissipated earlier 

actually transformed into the nether God sword, and it backfired on the ghost Dragon King. 

"Ah?" 



How could the ghost Dragon King have imagined such a situation? this scene instantly shocked him to 

the core. The underworld God sword flew at high speed, charging at the ghost Dragon King. The latter 

threw out the white bone fan, and the two sides collided rapidly, shattering the space. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The white bone fan released countless white bone feathers that wrapped around the surroundings of 

the underworld God sword, causing the circulation of the underworld God Power to enter a slow state. 

The ghost Dragon King, who had obtained a chance to catch his breath, angrily used his sure-kill move 

again. 

"Dance of the ghostly Dragon and Suan ni blood contract!" 

The ghost Dragon King suddenly started to dance. His steps were strange and carried an immeasurable 

amount of evil energy. Very quickly, a talisman was suspended in the sky. In the darkness, a huge 

magical beast was summoned. 

This demonic beast was dripping with blood, as if it was a monster that had crawled out of hell. With 

every step it took, its blood would drip onto the ground. It was extremely terrifying. 

"Kill!" 

With The Kill Order, the magical beasts pounced on ye chen in a frenzy. 

At this moment, King heavenly evil found an opportunity to suppress ye chen with his heavenly evil king 

Sword, not giving ye chen any chance to move. 

"Roar!" 

The giant beast galloped over and was about to hit ye Chen's body. 

"Laughable!" 

With a laugh, the Dark Lord and Hades 'arm extended rapidly. This was the unlimited growth 

characteristic of the darkness pool. 

"Swish!" 

The nether King's sharp claws instantly locked onto the summoned demon beast. The demon beast 

went berserk, trying to escape from the nether King's control. 

"Nether prison destruction!" 

His eyes released the power of the god of the underworld, and the destruction beam shot toward the 

head of the magical beast. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

In an instant, the demonic beast's head exploded, and blood gushed out. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, don't think that this will do." 



Suddenly, the ghost Dragon King released the power of the talisman, and the magical beast's exploded 

head rapidly grew back, regaining new life. 

"What?" 

Nether King er ha raised his eyebrows and shot out another destructive beam from his Demon Eye. At 

the same time, nether King er ha flew up, and a pair of demonic wings grew on his back. He spread his 

wings, and the wind of the god of the underworld swept out, turning into countless sharp blades that 

continuously cut at the demonic Blood Beast. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The cutting force and the power of the strangulation caused the magic beast to bleed and be unable to 

move. 

At the same time, the corrosion law of the underworld had been instilled into the demonic Blood beast's 

body. The recovery power of the talisman was completely limited, and it couldn't work as it should. 

"This!" 

The ghost Dragon King immediately sensed this power that could corrode everything. It was like the 

most terrifying law in hell, causing the demonic beasts to fall apart. 

"Kill!" 

The dark Thearch and nether King attacked in anger, and their target was the ghost Dragon King. 

The battle situation changed once again. The ghost Dragon King was in danger. King heavenly evil 

frowned slightly. He knew that he could not kill ye chen directly with his own strength, so he put away 

the heavenly evil king Sword. 

"Collect!" 

He flew backward and retracted the heavenly evil king Sword. The six paths of abstinence unleashed its 

power again, continuously releasing sword Qi to attack ye chen. 

"Slash!" 

Ye chen sent out a slash, locking onto the ghost Dragon King at the same time. 

"Incinerate the heavens and melt the earth, heavenly lightning annihilate the gods!" 

It triggered nine rays of the Thunder God's light, Heavenly Fire, and divine Thunder to descend at the 

same time. Such a power could destroy the heavens and earth! 

"No!" 

How could the ghost Dragon King withstand such power? in an instant, his body was burned by the 

heavenly Fire and the divine lightning was extinguished. His spirit and body were both severely injured. 

"Ah!" 

The ghostly Dragon King howled in pain. He lost his sight and all the bones in his body shattered! 



"Ghost Dragon King!" 

The heavenly evil king turned pale with fright. He did not expect ye Chen's attack to be able to severely 

injure the ghost Dragon King. It was too much. 

"Ah!" 

It drew in the unparalleled evil energy and wrapped around the body of the ghost Dragon King. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

At this moment, a blood pool appeared in the demonic tower. Then, waves of evil source power 

absorbed the ghost Dragon King into the blood pool. 

"Blood pool! It seems that the source of evil is here!" 

Ye Chen's eyes locked onto the blood pool. The strange evil energy in it was similar to the evil source 

from before. The evil energy before him was even more powerful than before. It was likely that the evil 

source had evolved. 

"Hahaha!" 

A maniacal laughter rang out from the blood pool. Following that, a dark shadow appeared. It was the 

evil origin Dominator, exalt bi 'an evil! 

"Lord Xie!" 

King heavenly evil bowed when he saw Lord evil. 

"I didn't expect that a puny ye chen would make me attack!" 

"This is your subordinate's dereliction of duty!" 

"Hehehe, say no more. I'm going to kill the person in front of me with my own hands and make him a 

part of the evil source!" 

Lord evil sneered eerily. Waves of cold energy attacked ye chen. Ye chen felt as if he could not move his 

body. The space before him had entered a different state. 

Facing Lord evil, ye chen could sense that this person's cultivation base was too profound, even 

unfathomable. He knew that he could not waste too much time here. The only way was to break out 

and save the people of the underworld God World. 

"Fireball, frost, frost!" 

The Dark Lord nether King returned to ye Chen's body and chanted an incantation. The heavens of Ice 

and Fire were unleashed. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The combined effects of fireball, ice, extreme heat, and extreme cold continued to affect the space in 

front of him, greatly suppressing Lord evil's blood pool domain. Taking advantage of this gap, ye chen 

used the disdainful Heavenly Thunder God-destroying palm! 



Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The nine bolts of lightning shocked even Lord evil! 

Chapter 2145 2420-Swagger Off! 

Ice and Fire, lightning and thunder. Ye chen broke out of the encirclement and transformed into a 

Dragon as he rushed out of the nine-story Pagoda. 

In the outside world, the evil emperor was wreaking havoc, and the Alliance Army was in danger. 

"Visrava!" 

A furious roar came from the sky. Vishardy was shocked. He looked up at the sky and saw ye chen 

rushing out like a god descending to the mortal world. 

"Ah?" 

Visha's brows furrowed, and the dark energy in his body grew wildly. The gates of hell appeared behind 

him. Suddenly, countless evil pagodas appeared and pressed down on ye chen. 

"Ah!" 

Ye Chen's fists carried nine bolts of lightning. For a moment, the shadows of the nine fists filled the sky 

and headed straight for the evil tower formation. Suddenly, endless power and violent force exploded in 

the sky, shocking the world. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The evil towers in the sky were all destroyed by the lightning Fist. Ye chen descended with great force. 

"Evil emperor Visrava, you messed up my Army. You deserve to die!" 

"Hahaha, a mere loose immortal dares to be disrespectful to me!" 

Visrava sensed the birth of Lord evil in the demon tower, and his confidence increased immediately 

without any fear. 

Ye chen did not say much in the face of variphar A. He could only kill! 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

A sword light flashed between ye Chen's brows. Suddenly, one sword turned into ten thousand swords, 

ten thousand swords turned into ten thousand shadows. Countless swordsmen appeared in front of 

Visrava, dazzling him and greatly shocking his spirit. 

"What is this?" 

The power of the visra evil emperor erupted and headed straight for ye chen. He wanted to capture the 

king and the thief! 

"Hahaha!" 

Ye chen laughed maniacally and used the rushing Thunder hand. 
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"Nine rays of Thunder God's rushing Thunder hand!" 

The nine bolts of lightning transformed into the rushing Thunder hand of the heavenly Tribulation and 

charged forward madly. The surrounding Army of dark powers retreated and did not dare to move 

forward! 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The Thunderbolt scurried and the lightning continued. Ye chen stepped on the lightning path and 

returned to the Alliance Army. 

"The god of the underworld!" 

When everyone saw ye chen, they all bowed in greeting. 

To be able to see the God of their hearts come out of the monster Tower safely, everyone was very 

excited. 

"Ye chen, it's useless even if you come out. When Lord Xie descends, you'll all die Here!" 

The evil emperor laughed as he looked at the Allied forces, revealing a sinister look. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Right at this moment, the earth trembled and the sky shattered. Waves of evil energy filled the entire 

universe as the power of evil origin exploded. 

The entire space was filled with the power of the evil source. It was like a blood mist that filled the sky 

and could not be removed. 

"Ah!" 

Soon, the experts of the Allied forces found it hard to bear. The surrounding evil origin power had 

already begun to affect their martial arts. Even those whose foundations were not strong enough were 

directly paralyzed and unable to move. 

Such a situation was extremely disadvantageous to the Allied forces. The god of the underworld had not 

appeared, and the evil Dominator had descended. Ye chen decisively gave the order to retreat. 

"All retreat to the warships!" 

"Yes!" 

Everyone retreated, leaving ye chen to hold the fort alone! 

"Hahaha!" 

Lord Xie's maniacal laughter shook the world as he faced ye chen. 

"Little brat ye chen, do you know who I am?" 

"Hmph, you're just a little evil source that I killed. Now that your substitute has appeared, do you think I 

don't recognize you?" 



"You!" 

Lord Xie was furious. Xie Yuan had indeed died in ye Chen's hands. Now that someone had a hold on 

him, Lord Xie could not defend himself! 

"Damn it, how dare you underestimate Lord evil!" 

The evil emperor flew out and headed straight for ye chen. 

"Swish!" 

Ye chen pointed the tip of his sword. Suddenly, sword Qi filled the sky and spread in all directions, 

instantly suppressing the vile Emperor. 

"The puny vile-Emperor is like an ant!" 

"What did you just say?" 

As a peak Mystic immortal, he was being ridiculed by a mere rogue immortal. The vile-Emperor's heart 

collapsed, and he was furious. 

"Evil Emperor's Secret technique, evil energy explosion!" 

In his rage, the evil emperor unleashed all his ultimate moves. In the heavens and earth, there were only 

evil shadows and evil energy! 

"Thank you very much." 

"What?" 

When he heard ye Chen's words, the evil emperor had no idea what was going on. He suddenly saw that 

ye chen was forcefully absorbing his soaring dark energy. The density of this dark energy was extremely 

high. Even among the evil spirits, only those who had reached the profound immortal stage could 

absorb it, let alone humans. However, ye chen did not have any scruples! 

"Roar!" 

The recovered sky snake appeared again. It opened its huge mouth like a bottomless abyss and instantly 

absorbed more than half of the surging evil energy. 

This time, Lord evil was completely dumbfounded. He watched helplessly as his ability was being 

devoured by the sky snake. 

The heavenly evil King's brows were also tightly furrowed. Ye Chen's various actions were so 

incomprehensible. The existence of such a person was the greatest blow to the evil spirits 'great cause. 

"Kill this man!" "Attack!" Lord evil ordered, and King heavenly evil attacked. 

"Six Dao restriction!" 

The heavenly evil king released the six forbidden techniques again. Suddenly, the six swords in the sky 

aimed at ye chen at the same time. 



Ye chen glanced behind him. The Allied forces 'warships had not set off yet. Everyone was still in the 

process of boarding the ship. They could not leave. 

"The Three treasures of the underworld!" 

With a wave of his hand, the Three Treasures appeared. The power of the underworld God filled the 

nine Heavens, and the shadow of the underworld God intimidated the four Seas! 

The massive shadow of the god of the underworld stretched out the hand of the god of the underworld, 

and the sky was instantly plunged into the space of the god of the underworld. 

"Ah!" 

Ye chen roared and opened his mouth. Instantly, a stream of underworld energy condensed into an 

underworld God light pillar and spat wildly forward! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The space in front of him exploded, and the evil energy turned into nothing. The evil General's body 

exploded instantly. The violent power and terrifying energy were like the ghosts and gods from hell, 

making people tremble with fear. 

"This, this is too strong!" 

"Is this man really the god of the underworld?" 

"The breath of the god of the underworld is like the most terrifying destructive beam in the world. What 

should we do?" 

The dark energy Army was like ants on a hot pan, scattering in all directions. 

"All of you, come back!" 

The evil emperor was furious. He struck out with his sharp claws and instantly killed hundreds of people 

who were trying to escape. The people behind him did not dare to move, but they also did not dare to 

attack ye chen. 

"Hahaha!" 

At this time, laughter came from the ninth heaven. Ye chen was standing on a Golden Lotus, his entire 

body exuding the dark light of the god of the underworld. His mighty posture was insufferably arrogant. 

Even when facing three super experts-Lord evil, King heavenly evil, and evil emperor vari a-ye chen was 

as if he was taking a stroll in a courtyard. He was not afraid at all! 

"Evil spirits, remember my words. I swear I will kill you all!" 

"You're boasting!" 

The evil emperor rose again, but he was instantly suppressed by the power of the underworld God and 

could not move. 

The heavenly evil king released the six evil king swords and charged toward ye chen. 



"Underworld God's hand!" 

p The shadow of the underworld God stretched out his hand and clenched it. Instantly, the power of the 

underworld God exploded and stopped the six evil swords! 

"Impossible!" 

"Nothing was impossible for me in the past!" 

Sensing that the Allied army had boarded the warship, ye chen did not linger in the battle. He once again 

released the breath of the underworld God and all the evil swords were instantly shattered. 

Ye chen took the opportunity to retreat and flew to the warship. 

"Leave!" 

"Yes!" 

The warship turned its helm and sped away. 

Lord heavenly evil and evil emperor were left in the sky, dumbfounded. They had no choice but to watch 

their opponent leave. They had lost all their face in front of evil supremacy. 

Chapter 2146 2150-Unexpected! 

When everyone returned to the feather Emperor mountain, they were all furious. 

They had not expected that even after allying with so many factions in the underworld, they would still 

not be able to take down the underworld God Hall. This had greatly damaged their morale. 

However, in the situation at that time, if they had fought a decisive battle, everyone except ye chen 

might have died on the spot. This was not the result ye chen wanted to see. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

As he sat on the high seat, ye chen suddenly felt a wave of disturbance in his brain. 

"This!" 

Ye Chen's brows furrowed and his heart trembled. These electric waves were caused by an invisible 

entanglement between him and ye Wushuang. It was clear that ye Wushuang was fighting in the 

underworld. 

"The immortal realm, the magic martial realm, they still made a move?" 

This was the only explanation ye chen could think of. Such a serious radio wave disturbance must be the 

case. 

Now, ye chen could be said to be facing double pressure. On one hand, he had to take down the temple 

of the underworld as soon as possible and find the whereabouts of the god of the underworld. On the 

other hand, he had to worry about the situation of the netherworld patriarch, Wushuang, and the 

others. This was too difficult. 

"Lord underworld God, what happened?" 
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The beast King stepped forward and asked. He had already noticed that ye Chen's expression was off. 

"At this point, I won't hide anything from you ..." 

Ye chen told everyone about the situation in the netherworld that he had sensed. Suddenly, the 

atmosphere became even more depressing. The magic martial realm and the immortal realm were both 

realms that were on equal footing with the underworld realm. If they started to make a move, the 

situation would become extremely complicated. 

"Everyone, now that Lord evil has appeared, it's useless to have so many people. I'm going to search for 

the god of the underworld alone. You can recuperate here!" 

"This ..." 

Upon hearing this, everyone was shocked. Ye chen was overconfident. After all, the other party was an 

organization with Lord evil, King heavenly evil, and evil emperor Visrava. Could he really succeed with 

the strength of one person? 

Ye chen looked at everyone's expressions and understood their fear. However, his eyes were firm and 

he had no intention of retreating. 

"I don't have time now. This is the only path I have to take!" 

"I obey the command of the god of the underworld!" 

The beast King was the first to support ye chen. 

"Since Lord underworld God is so ambitious, we have no reason not to support you." 

This time, it was Emperor Yu who spoke. Her influence was even greater. 

She stretched out her hand, and with a burst of strange light, three colored stones appeared in her 

storage ring. "These three colored stones are the purest colored foundation stones in the Royal Feather 

Mountain," he said."They contain the purest netherworld energy. They might be useful at a critical 

moment!" 

"Many thanks, Emperor Yu!" 

Ye chen kept the three colored stones and nodded slightly. 

"Hahaha, if that's the case, what are we waiting for?" 

The beast King laughed as he walked forward and offered up the Suan ni Lion King's battle soul, the 

most precious treasure of the beast race! 

The leaders of the other major forces presented their treasures one after another. They were all rare 

heavenly materials and earthly treasures in the world. Ye chen kept all the treasures. He had to succeed 

in this operation. 

"Everyone, thank you for your support. I'll be leaving now." 

Lotuses bloomed beneath his feet and he soared to the nine Heavens. Ye chen caught them off guard 

and returned to the nether God temple. 



In the demonic tower of the temple of the dark god. 

"Lord Xie, we failed in our battle. Please punish us!" 

Heavenly evil king, evil emperor, Ghost Dragon King, and the other super powerhouses knelt on one 

knee, waiting for Lord evil's punishment. 

Their plan to exterminate them was supposed to be foolproof but they did not expect ye chen to 

summon such a powerful apparition of the underworld God and lead the Allied forces away safely. 

Evil supremacy looked at the three people in front of him coldly and didn't punish them directly. 

"Ah!" 

He thrust his palm at the ghost Dragon King. The other two were shocked. They thought that the ghost 

Dragon King was dead for sure but this palm actually contained a powerful evil healing power. The 

injuries that the ghost Dragon King had suffered from ye Chen's previous attack rapidly recovered. Then, 

it was as if he had not suffered any injuries at all and was completely healed! 

"Thank you for your kindness, Lord Xie!" 

The ghost Dragon King knelt on the ground and thanked the Lord for his gift. 

The other two felt slightly better but this defeat was real. The three powerhouses had not been able to 

stop ye chen. This kind of humiliation was unacceptable to the evil spirit. 

"Hmph, what's the use of repenting here?" 

When Lord evil spoke, everyone felt ashamed. 

"The ancient evil source has sent us an order to speed up our search for the god of the underworld. If 

we can't find this old man, we will all die without a burial place!" 

"Yes!" 

Everyone's heart trembled. The moment the ancient evil source lost its patience, they, including Lord 

Xie, would all become cannon fodder and food for the ancient evil source. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

At this moment, a light screen appeared out of thin air. Everyone looked over and saw the ancient evil 

source in the other dimension. Seeing this scene, evil Dominator and the other three knelt down on the 

ground, waiting for instructions. 

"Is there a new order from the ancient evil source?" 

"Hmph, you've ruined my great plan!" 

The ancient evil source was enraged as it hollered at the crowd. 

"This ..." 

No one dared to respond and could only lower their heads in silence. 



"However, I don't want to pursue the matter this time. I'll give you your last mission. If you can't 

complete it, you know the consequences!" 

"Please tell us, ancient evil source. We will definitely go through fire and water without hesitation!" 

"Don't say these useless words, I don't have time to listen! We only have three days to find the 

whereabouts of the underworld God!" 

"Three days?" 

The four of them trembled in fear. They had been in the hall of the underworld for hundreds of years, 

but they had not been able to find the god of the underworld. This time, it had actually been three days. 

How could they not be shocked? 

Looking at the expressions of the four, the ancient evil source sneered,""Don't be so desperate. I'll give 

you three days. I have something to rely on!" 

"Lord Xie Yuan, please explain!" 

At this moment, a ray of light was emitted from the light screen and shone into the air. 

In the air, the light continued to gather and form a magical artifact. 

"Look carefully. This evil energy wheel can help you lock onto the aura of the god of the underworld. 

This is specially made for the god of the underworld. The god of the underworld must have been 

infected by the evil source and is now weak. This is your last chance!" 

"Yes!" 

The four of them were instantly excited. With the ultimate weapon of the eternal evil source, they were 

naturally very confident. 

Lord evil kept the Dharma artifact in front of him and the light screen disappeared. 

"Since the mission has been assigned, this is our battle of honor, understand?" Lord Xie shouted at the 

three of them. 

"Don't worry, Lord Xie. We'll definitely succeed!" 

"Hahaha, very good, Let's Move!" 

"Yes!" 

Lord evil led the group deeper into the nether God mountain. 

At the same time, ye chen arrived on the Golden Lotus outside the temple of the underworld. 

"What?" 

He immediately sensed an unusual presence within the hall of the underworld. Furthermore, four 

powerful forces were currently advancing into the depths of the mountain range. 

"Lord Xie, heavenly evil king, evil emperor, and Ghost Dragon King!" 



Through his close connection with the netherworld energy in the surrounding space, ye chen 

immediately knew the identity of the four people. They were the four strongest people in the dark 

energy headquarters of the netherworld God temple. 

They rushed toward the inner part of the underworld God mountain. Ye chen smiled and followed them. 

Chapter 2147 The Battle For The Underworld God! 

After entering the depths of the underworld God mountain, evil supremacy released his dark power 

ritual implement. Suddenly, three beams of strange light shot up into the sky and shot out in all 

directions. 

On the god of the underworld mountain, a strange light covered the entire peak, like a sharp claw 

grabbing the top of the mountain. 

The light spread out rapidly, covering the land in all directions without limit. 

"Hahaha, the power of the evil source has been instilled into the entire underground vein of the 

underworld God mountain. No one can escape from the control of the evil source." 

As a part of the ancient evil source, Lord Xie naturally understood the logic behind it. 

Lord heavenly evil and the others nodded slightly. All they had to do was wait for the feedback from the 

magical equipment. 

Ye chen activated the invisibility spell and concealed his aura. He hid on an ancient tree and waited for 

the right time. He wanted to see if this magical artifact could find the god of the underworld's location. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

All of a sudden, the ritual implement emitted strange lights again. These strange lights turned into small 

evil sources and continuously seeped into underworld God mountain. The situation was not optimistic. 

"It can actually release the small evil source. This artifact contains a portion of the power of the ancient 

evil source!" 

Ye chen glanced at the instrument and sensed an even stronger evil source energy. This was an endless 

evil energy. Not only could it destroy, but it could also create new evil sources. It was like division and 

reproduction, extremely dangerous. 

After the evil source was released, it released its power into the earth vein again. This way, the entire 

underworld God mountain was covered with a layer of the evil source's monitoring network. Nothing 

could escape from the evil source's eyes. 

"Hahaha!" 

Lord evil laughed and flew up, releasing his power to merge with the evil source. He was now the brain 

that controlled the entire evil source network. 

All sorts of information quickly gathered in his brain. After analyzing the information, he was able to 

determine the location of the underworld God. 
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Moreover, as the power of the evil source grew stronger, the god of the underworld, who was in 

seclusion, was bound to be more infected. Such pressure would force the god of the underworld to 

leave his hiding place. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The ritual implement began to direct all kinds of small evil sources to release evil energy rays, sweeping 

across an area of ten thousand miles. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

All kinds of evil energy exploded on underworld God mountain, causing countless mountains to collapse. 

The situation inside the mountain was clear. 

"Underworld God, I'll make you die without a burial ground!" 

Evil supremacy's eyes shone with an evil light as he activated the power of the evil origin ritual 

implement. The entire underworld God mountain seemed to have entered a state of purgatory. 

Ye Chen's brows furrowed. He released the underworld force to sense the god of the underworld's 

location. If the god of the underworld was really infected by the evil energy, he would be considered a 

Supreme Dharmakaya. He couldn't let the underworld God fall into the hands of Lord evil. Otherwise, 

the underworld and the underworld would be in danger. 

As the netherworld divine power broke through the dark energy network's blockade and began to crash 

and fly in all directions, Lord evil already knew where ye chen was. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, I didn't expect you to appear here!" 

Ye Chen's actions had exceeded Lord Xie's expectations. However, his appearance was not a bad thing 

for Lord Xie. This was a chance to capture them all in one fell swoop. 

Possessing the Three treasures of the underworld meant that he was the successor of the underworld 

God. Once the underworld God died, ye chen would be the only underworld God. Controlling the entire 

underworld realm would be as easy as turning over his hand. This was not the result the darkspirit 

lineage wanted to see. 

They wanted to eliminate any potential threat to the underworld God clan and then unify the 

underworld realm. 

Ye chen did not respond. Instead, he focused all his energy on locating the god of the underworld. He 

had to complete this task before these bastards could sense the god of the underworld's location. This 

was the best way to protect the god of the underworld. 

"All of you shall be destroyed!" 

Lord evil released the power of evil origin once again and launched a new round of dark energy rays. 

Whether it was ye chen or the god of the underworld, they would both die Here. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 



The energy density of the evil energy rays increased rapidly, and the destructive power became more 

powerful. Lord heavenly evil and the others smiled evilly. Under such destructive power, no one had the 

chance to hide. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Finally, many of the massive mountains could not withstand the destructive force and collapsed one 

after another. There were even lava rifts in many places. The scene was extremely explosive! 

At this moment, a strong reaction of the underworld force finally appeared on a high mountain in the 

North. It immediately attracted the attention of ye chen and the four great dark energy powerhouses. 

"Hahaha!" 

Lord evil laughed and gave the three experts a look. The three of them naturally understood and moved 

out. 

"Don't even think about it!" 

At that moment, ye chen appeared. 

"Thirty-three heavens creation divine fist, heaven shaking hammer!" 

Ye chen used three fist gleams in one go. Suddenly, the sun and moon sank, the world turned dark, sand 

and stones flew, and he entered the Realm of Chaos again! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Three powerful fist lights came down and blocked the path of heavenly evil king, evil emperor, and 

Ghost Dragon King. 

"It's useless to struggle!" 

Since he had locked onto the god of the underworld's position, he was confident that he could destroy 

everything. 

"Ancient evil source, Suan ni, ultimate destruction!" 

Lord evil ascended to the ninth heaven and released the ultimate power of evil origin. Instantly, the 

purest power of evil origin from the evil origin ritual implement was injected into Lord evil's body. Then, 

Lord evil pointed his sword to the sky and formed an evil sky sword, aiming at the mountain where the 

god of the underworld was. 

"Slash"! 

With a loud bang, the Grand sword edge charged straight at the reaction area of the nether divine 

power. The greatest danger was right in front of him. 

"Damn it!" 

The celestial Emperor was furious, and ghosts and gods were shocked! 

Ye chen stretched out his right hand and used his world-shocking mystical power again. 



"[Starseizing hand]!" 

The massive hand seal was like a bridge between heaven and earth. It instantly locked onto the evil 

annihilation sword and grabbed it. 

"Swish!" 

The dark energy and the underworld God Power clashed, neither giving way to the other. The blade was 

destroyed, and the star picking hand dissipated. 

"How is that possible?" 

Lord evil turned pale with fright. Ye Chen's strength seemed to be a hundred times stronger than before. 

This made him understand that ye chen had hidden his strongest strength before. Now, in order to save 

the god of the underworld, he had released it. 

"It's useless no matter how strong you are. Die Here with the god of the underworld!" 

As Xie Yuan gave the ultimate killing order, heavenly evil king, evil emperor Visrava, and Ghost Dragon 

King all made their moves. 

The three figures attacked at the same time, locking onto ye Chen's position. 

"Asura sky shaking kill!" 

Ye chen struck out with his palm again and relied on the counterforce to rush toward the mountain 

peak. 

Lord evil couldn't stand watching this situation any longer. He wanted to take action personally. 

"Evil source fusion!" 

After Lord evil fused with the evil source magic item, his power doubled and was about to break through 

the limits of Mystic Immortals. 

"Kill!" 

His body was like a rainbow as he shot into the sky. 

In the process of the impact, the energy Index of Lord evil's body rose rapidly, like a nuclear bomb that 

was about to explode. The danger factor reached its peak. 

"Evil demon Eye!" 

In order to determine the god of the underworld's location as soon as possible, ye chen activated the 

Demon's Eye. The Three Treasures of the god of the underworld connected with each other and located 

the god of the underworld. 

"Ye chen, you can't save anyone!" 

"Hahaha, what I do is not something you can interfere with. Ignorant fool!" 

"How hateful!" 



Lord evil flew into a rage and had lost his mind. No matter who was in his way, they had to die! 

Chapter 2148 The God Of The Underworld Comes Out! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

At this moment, the majestic shadow of the god of the underworld appeared on the peak. 

"Hahaha, as expected. Listen up!" 

"Yes!" 

King heavenly evil, evil emperor, and Ghost Dragon King all bowed their heads and listened to Lord evil's 

orders. 

"Destroy the god of the underworld!" 

"Kill!" 

In the underworld God temple's evil spirit headquarters, the four super powerhouses aimed at the 

position of the shadow of the underworld God at the same time and launched the ultimate destructive 

attack! 

In the face of such a crisis, ye chen was caught in a dilemma. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, if you want to save the god of the underworld, you have to block this attack!" 

Lord evil laughed heartily. In his eyes, this was a problem that ye chen could not avoid. No matter what 

choice ye chen made, he would be the final winner. 

Under such might, no one could escape and ascend to heaven. Lord evil hoped that ye chen would go 

back and stop them. That way, they could get rid of ye chen first, then destroy the god of the 

underworld. The god of the underworld would then fall completely into the hands of the evil spirits. 

That would be the first step to conquering the six realms. 

"Kill him!" 

"Yes!" 

The three powerhouses followed Lord evil's orders and released their strongest divine abilities and 

secret techniques, aiming at the position of the shadow of the underworld God. The chaotic Evil energy 

rushed down. 

"Mm ..." 

However, Lord Xie saw a shocking scene. Ye chen did not care about the attacks of the three 

powerhouses at all! 

"Impossible. Don't you want to save the god of the underworld?“ 

"Ha, die!" 

Ye chen charged directly at Lord Xie. The latter was caught off guard and could only use the powerful 

earth vein evil energy to protect himself. 
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"Slash!" 

The celestial Thearch sword could slash the universe and destroy nineteen prefectures! 

The Grand sword light instantly slashed at Lord evil. The earth vein evil energy couldn't resist it, and a 

deep sword mark appeared on Lord evil's body. 

"You!" 

Facing the swift and violent actions of the dark energy, Lord evil was puzzled and shocked at the same 

time. 

"Hmph, how do you measure the god of the underworld's actions with your lowly eyes? let's see!" 

"What?" 

Evil Dominator looked at where the shadow of the underworld God was. The combination of the three 

masters 'divine arts had bombarded the entire mountain peak. Suddenly, the mountain peak collapsed, 

and there were rifts everywhere. After the lava exploded, there was nothing left! 

"Impossible!" 

"Hmph, all of you can sense the god of the underworld, while I have a spiritual connection with the god 

of the underworld. I knew that the god of the underworld wasn't there. This is just a trap for all of you!" 

Ye chen turned his sword around and slashed backward with the earth sword, severely injuring Lord Xie 

once again. 

"Damn it!" 

"You're courting death!" Evil supremacy was infuriated. The evil energy in his body burst out and 

gathered on his body, making the sword marks on his body disappear and return to normal. 

"You can't hurt me. Ye chen, you'll die without a burial place!" 

"Hahaha, really?" 

All of a sudden, countless netherworld God Power gathered in the sky and turned into a powerful pillar 

of light that shot into the sky. 

The boundless netherworld power instantly backfired on the three experts. 

"How is that possible?" 

Lord evil was shocked once again. He couldn't imagine what had happened. 

"Hmph, not only did the three masters not harm the god of the underworld, they even helped him 

unseal his seal!" 

"What?" 

Upon hearing ye Chen's words, Lord evil's mind was in a mess. He did not have time to think carefully. 

The apparition of the underworld God was just a trap. The power of the three great powerhouses was 

likely to be absorbed by the underworld God to remove the damage caused by the evil energy infection. 



In this way, the power of the underworld God would be released and the underworld God would come 

out of seclusion! 

"There is only nothingness before God!" 

The god of the underworld sighed, and the heavens and earth shook. The sun and moon lost their light, 

and the stars were destroyed! 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The Grand hand of the underworld God was like a five-fingered mountain that descended from the 

universe, instantly enveloping the three dark energy Masters. 

"Ah?" 

Heavenly evil king, Visrava King, and Ghost Dragon King were shocked at the same time. 

They had never felt such a powerful force before. Was this the power of a God? 

Before the three of them could react, the hand of the underworld God had already descended. The 

three of them were trapped in a destructive alternate dimension. They could feel their bodies twisting 

rapidly, and they could not fight against Hong Li. 

"Ah!" 

Along with miserable shrieks, the three evil spirits and abstruse Immortals were killed by the hand of the 

underworld. 

This attack was too shocking. Countless evil spirit Warriors crumbled in an instant, and even Mystic 

Immortals were annihilated in an instant. What were they? 

As expected, the god of the underworld did not leave any chance of survival! 

"All of you, come and die!" 

When the god of the underworld was enraged, millions of corpses would be buried! 

The god of the underworld opened his eyes, and countless destructive beams shot out in all directions. 

Countless evil spirit Warriors died under the beams, their bodies crushed into pieces. 

"You guys!" 

Looking at the scene in front of him, Lord evil knew that he had lost the battle. There was no point in 

being angry, so he quickly burrowed into the earth vein. 

"You want to leave?" 

Ye Chen's eyes turned cold. The heavenly Sword was unsheathed! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The heavenly Sword shot up into the sky and then descended like a dragon. 

"The celestial Emperor has ordered the destruction of the misty Heavenly Sword!" 



The strongest sword of the heavenly Emperor token, carrying boundless destructive power, instantly 

locked onto evil supremacy's position and blocked his way. 

"Ah!" 

Lord evil was severely injured, and his body was sent up to the nine Heavens by the power of the sky 

sword's destruction. 

"Lord Xie, did you expect this day to come?" 

The god of the underworld asked. 

"Hateful ye chen, underworld God, the ancient evil source will never forgive you for the damage you've 

caused to this Lord today!" 

"Still trying to be brave? die!" 

The god of the underworld used his divine ability again. He waved his sharp claws and several chains of 

the god of the underworld fell from the nine Heavens, turning into the hands of hell. They flew towards 

evil supremacy crazily and then pulled his body into hell. 

Blood flowed like a river, and thousands of corpses formed a shocking sight! 

Ye Chen's eyes turned slightly cold as he looked at the god of the underworld. At this moment, only the 

two of them were alone. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, I didn't expect that you'd be the one to help me come out of my closed-door 

cultivation!" 

"Underworld God, you should know why I'm here!" 

"Of course. However, the small netherworld is not in the eyes of the gods!" 

"What did you just say?" 

Facing the Supreme underworld God, ye chen was not only fearless but also extraordinarily powerful. 

This time, whether it was dealing with the evil spirits or saving the underworld God, they were all to help 

the underworld. If the underworld God ignored the underworld, there was no need for him to continue 

the discussion. 

"Underworld God, I want you to assist the underworld!" 

Ye chen immediately issued an ultimatum. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, you're the first person who's dared to talk to me like this. In tens of thousands of 

years, I've intimidated the three calamities and resounded throughout the world. Are you really not 

afraid of death?" 

"Dead? Underworld God, don't you think you're overestimating your strength? I'm on the same level as 

you and there's no need for me to submit to you! Now, I'll ask you one more time, are you going to help 

the netherworld?" 



"AI, since you've done this Lord a favor, this Lord has no harm in helping you once!" 

"Alright, follow me to the netherworld immediately. I'll let the people of the flying feather race manage 

this place!" 

"Hahaha!" 

The god of the underworld laughed and left with ye chen. 

The darkspirit base had been completely destroyed by the god of the underworld. In the darkspirit 

realm, above the evil origin Palace. 

"Lord Xie Yuan, Lord Xie has died!" 

"What?" 

On the throne, a mass of dark Qi rapidly evolved with boundless anger! 

Chapter 2149 The Red Fiends Invade! 

"God of the underworld, this old fox. He actually secretly transferred his true body and used Lord evil's 

carelessness to kill our Vanguard headquarters. This is despicable!" 

"Boom boom boom!" 

As the power of the ancient evil source was released, the entire Hall started to shake. Many of the 

powerful beings in the hall bowed down and did not dare to move. 

"Hahaha, but so what? even if the god of the underworld comes out of seclusion, he can't stop me from 

taking down the god of the underworld, unifying the six realms, and eternal evil!" 

"Unify the six worlds, and the evil energy will last for ten thousand years!" 

The powerhouses on the scene echoed and shouted the slogan of evil spirits. 

…… 

After leaving the temple of the underworld, the god of the underworld and ye chen returned to the 

Emperor Feather Mountain. 

On the feather Emperor mountain, the feather Emperor, beast Kings, and other experts all came out to 

welcome him. 

"We welcome the arrival of the god of the underworld!" 

The crowd finally saw the real underworld God. Although ye chen was also the successor of the 

underworld God, the underworld God was still the only existence in everyone's heart. Now that the 

underworld God had come out of his closed-door cultivation, they naturally had to obey the real 

underworld God. 

"During this period of time, it's all thanks to ye Chen's help that I've been able to come out of my closed-

door cultivation smoothly and destroy the evil source of the demon tower in the nether God temple." 
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The god of the underworld still threw ye chen out first. Everyone basically knew about this. They had 

fought together with ye chen against the evil source but they did not expect to fail again. This time, the 

god of the underworld had come out of seclusion and the evil source was instantly destroyed. Such 

divine might was still shocking to everyone. 

"Hahaha, the god of the underworld has come out of seclusion, and all the evil spirits have been 

annihilated. Lord underworld God, what should we do now?" 

An expert asked. 

"I'm going to the netherworld!" 

"Netherworld?" 

Everyone turned to look at ye chen. This must have something to do with him. 

"As I've said before, I've come to the netherworld realm in the hopes of obtaining the help of the 

netherworld God to protect the netherworld. The underworld is a lower plane of the underworld God 

Realm. Now that it's been disturbed by the magic martial realm and the immortal realm, it's in danger. 

You won't leave it to die, will you?" 

"We will obey the orders of the god of the underworld!" 

The powerhouses all looked at the god of the underworld. Since the god of the underworld had 

descended, they naturally had to obey his orders. If the god of the underworld agreed to help ye chen, 

they would naturally carry it out. 

"Alright, the flying feather race and the Beast Realm will select their elites. They will lead the Army and 

follow me to the netherworld!" 

"Yes!" 

Emperor Yu and the Beast King bowed. 

"Mm ..." 

Ye chen nodded slightly. As long as he obtained the help of the underworld God, he would be able to 

intimidate the magic martial world and the celestial realm. 

"There's no time to lose, we'll set off immediately!" Ye chen said. 

Then, he looked at the god of the underworld. 

"Ha, we'll do as ye chen says!" 

"Yes!" 

Everyone agreed and began to mobilize the Army, preparing to set off. 

At the same time, in the netherworld, three thousand Zhang away from the yellow spring. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The space trembled. The Army of the magic martial arts world had arrived. 



The huge battleship in the sky was like a floating mountain, giving the people below a strong sense of 

suppression. This feeling was extremely bad. 

"Forefather, they've come." 

Ye Wushuang rushed into the main hall and shouted to the forefather. 

"Mm ..." 

The old ancestor's face was solemn. Finally, the people of the devil World had arrived. They were a 

super fleet that was ten thousand times stronger than the devil World. This invasion was only the 

vanguard of the devil World. 

According to the intelligence, it was the red fiend lineage. 

The patriarch led the experts from the yellow spring and the netherworld out of the hall and came to a 

plain three thousand feet away. 

At this moment, a huge warship was floating above the plain. 

"Hahaha!" 

His laughter shook the heavens, rapidly shaking an area of a thousand li. 

The netherworld's powerhouses looked nervous. After ye chen left, they had lost their backbone. 

Although the great ancestor and ye Wushuang were there to keep watch, they still felt insecure. After 

all, the other party was a powerhouse from a higher plane. Under the suppression of the plane, they had 

almost no ability to resist. 

"Old ancestor yellow spring!" 

An angry roar descended from the sky and reached the entire space of three thousand feet of the yellow 

spring. It was red demon Chi Fang! 

"Who are you?" 

"Yes!" The old ancestor replied. 

"I'm chi Fang from the red fiend tribe!" 

"Ha, what are you here for?" 

"What a joke. You know the answer, but you still ask. Give up the entire 30000-foot area and turn it into 

our base. Then, all of you will become slaves of the red demon tribe. Understand?" 

"Impudent!" 

The patriarch was furious. He pointed the underworld sword at Chi Fang and struck. 

"Whoosh!" 

The sword Qi condensed and evolved into the law of the netherworld, attacking the demonic ship in the 

sky. 



Facing the attack of the underworld sword Qi, Chi Fang sneered slightly, as if he didn't care at all. 

"Foolish people from the lower planes. Do you really think you have the right to negotiate?" 

With that, Chi Fang's glabella flashed, and a demonic light pierced down, instantly shattering the sword 

Qi released by the patriarch. Then, the demonic energy was actually not extinguished, and it continued 

to sweep across the entire plain. Many experts lost control of their bodies and floated into the air. 

"Ah!" 

The sound of pain resounded throughout the entire battlefield. The yellow spring Battle Manor had 

suffered heavy losses in just a single encounter. 

"Retreat, retreat!" 

The old ancestor commanded loudly and everyone retreated into the yellow Springs battle Manor's 

formation. Before ye chen had left, he had built several major arrays outside the yellow Springs battle 

residence to protect it. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The demonic energy bombarding the Zhan residence's defensive array only stopped slightly. 

"Oh?" 

Sensing the power of the yellow Springs battle Manor's defensive array, Chi Fang slightly frowned and 

revealed a puzzled expression. 

"Ha, I didn't expect that your Yellow Springs battle Manor would still have such an expert. Get him to 

come out!" 

"Who is it?" 

"The person who built this array!" 

"Ha, you're not qualified to see him!" 

The great ancestor did not expect the other party to be able to tell that this formation was not built by 

anyone present. Ye chen was not around, so he had to maintain a sense of mystery. Otherwise, once the 

other party found out the truth, it was inevitable that they would be killed. 

Chi Fang's eyes turned slightly cold. This kind of formation contained the power of multiple laws, and 

the powers were very mixed. Someone who could cultivate so many powers at the same time must be 

extraordinary. Now that he did not know the other party's background, it was indeed a great 

contribution to kill him directly. 

"Old ancestor yellow spring, don't try to deceive me. You know that you can't fool me like this. I'll give 

you one last chance. If you don't let this man show himself, I'll give the order to annihilate the entire 

yellow spring Battle Prefecture and turn this place into the yellow Springs hell!" 

"You're boasting!" 



The great Grandmaster was enraged. The underworld sword Qi activated the underworld formation and 

activated it. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The sword Qi was concentrated and its power was on a completely different level from before. It was 

clear that the old ancestor would not let anyone enter the yellow Springs battle Manor easily. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Just as the sword Qi was about to hit them, the huge demonic battleship suddenly fired a magic cannon. 

Powerful demonic energy instantly swept across the entire area, and the sword Qi was completely 

eliminated! 

"Ah?" 

Everyone was shocked. They didn't expect the people of the magic martial arts world to be so strong. 

Even their equipment was superior to the yellow Springs battle Manor. How could they win in such a 

situation? 

Old ancestor yellow spring was also shocked when he saw the fear in the crowd. The difference in 

strength between the two sides was too great. He seemed to have lost control of the situation. 

Chapter 2150 Blood Staining The Heavens! 

Chi Fang sneered at old ancestor yellow spring and the others. 

"You trash, how dare you stand in my way? this is the greatest disrespect you have shown me. In front 

of the great army of the magic martial arts world, you can only die!" 

Chi Fang waved the halberd in his hand. Suddenly, the wind and clouds changed, and the sun, moon, 

ghosts, and gods were all shocked. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

In the blink of an eye, the formation outside the yellow Springs battle Manor was shattered. This was a 

major damage to the defense of the battle Manor. Being unable to restore the formation was equivalent 

to being in a dangerous situation. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Suddenly, the sword Qi soared to the sky, and the celestial Thearch sword appeared in the air. It was ye 

Wushuang. 

"Before the celestial Thearch, all arrogant ones shall die!" 

Ye Wushuang had inherited ye Chen's personality and attacked the Crimson fiend general. 

"Hahaha, a little kid wants to be arrogant in front of me? I'll kill you first!" Demonic general chifang 

sneered. Then, he struck out with the red halberd in his hand. 

"Crimson Storm Suan NI's halberd drinks blood!" 
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A grand halberd shape descended and charged at ye Wushuang. 

"Celestial Thearch sword Astral Slash!" 

Ye Wushuang's brows furrowed in anger. His sword Qi soared into the sky and gathered into a Grand 

sword shape, instantly clashing with the red halberd shape. 

The energy of both sides was extremely huge. As they clashed in the sky, the wind and clouds in the 

world instantly rose, and sand and stones flew. Countless sword Qi and halberd radiance collided and 

dispersed. However, ye Wushuang's Foundation was still not strong enough. The power of the red sword 

shook the sky and instantly shattered the Grand sword shape. 

"Wushuang!" 

Seeing such a scene, the patriarch made a decisive move. With the enhancement of the netherworld 

sword, he attacked the urgency in the sky. 

"Ah!" 

The patriarch took the halberd light head-on and was instantly sent flying three thousand feet. 

"Forefather!" 

Ye Wushuang raised his eyebrows and caught the great ancestor. 

"Ah?" 

On the battlefield, the powerhouses of the yellow Springs battle Manor were all frightened. They had 

never seen such a powerful man. He was a powerhouse from the upper plane of the magic martial 

realm. 

Facing such an existence, they were really like ants. 

The current situation was extremely urgent. If this continued, the entire Yellow Springs battle Manor 

would be destroyed. 

"Hahaha, it's useless for you to resist. You'd better obediently surrender!" 

"Hmph, demonic general chifang, when master returns, you'll die without a burial place!" 

"Master? Who is it?" 

"The heavenly Emperor ye chen!" 

"Heavenly Emperor? Hahaha, I'm dying of laughter. It seems that he's the rumored brat. Unfortunately, 

any arrogance is useless in my eyes. As long as he dares to come, I'll kill him!" 

"Impudent!" 

Ye Wushuang attacked angrily, but he was no match for Chi Fang. Chi Fang threw a punch and ye 

Wushuang was sent flying. Fortunately, he survived thanks to his celestial Thearch sword. 

The scene was terrifying. Even the great ancestor and ye Wushuang were no match for each other. The 

rest of the people didn't dare to attack. 



"Die together with the heavenly Emperor in your hearts!" 

"Is that so?" 

Just as demonic general chifang was about to wave his halberd and make a destructive move, his true 

form suddenly appeared above the nine Heavens, and the thunderous Dragon's Roar shook the 

universe! 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Thunder rumbled and lightning flashed. The heavenly Emperor ye chen descended from the sky. 

"What?" 

Sensing the power of this energy, demonic general chifang struck out at the sky. 

"Come on!" 

Ye chen waved his hand and used the thundering palm to launch a Swift attack. 

The palm print descended with a loud bang, charging straight at demonic general chifang's halberd light. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

With a shocking explosion, the palm print moved like lightning and instantly broke the halberd in front 

of him! 

"Who are you?" Fiend general Redcliff asked in shock. 

"The celestial Thearch is disdainful of ye chen!" 

Ye chen descended from the sky like a god descending to the mortal world. His aura swept over 

thousands of troops, causing the entire Army of the devil realm to fall into a state of shock. 

Upon hearing ye Chen's name, demon general Chi Fang frowned slightly. He did not expect the rumored 

ye chen to be so powerful. A single palm was enough to dispel his halberd light attack. With such a 

Foundation, how could he be an itinerant immortal? 

Moreover, he had received news that ye Chen's cultivation base was only at the itinerant immortal 

stage. How did he become a peak itinerant immortal now? such a cultivation speed was completely 

unreasonable. 

With so many doubts in his heart, Chi Fang sneered and looked at ye chen. 

"Ye chen, very well. I'll give you a chance to surrender. If you bow before me, I'll spare your life!" 

"What?" 

Ye chen raised his head and looked at demon general Chi Fang in the sky. His eyes were sharp and filled 

with extreme killing intent. In an instant, demon general Chi Fang felt a chill run down his spine. It was a 

chill that penetrated into his soul. It was as if he had fallen into an ice cave in hell! 



This kind of power instantly aroused the killing intent of the chifang demonic general. He was a high-

class demonic general in the magic martial world. How could he be intimidated by someone from the 

lower plane? 

"Damn it!" 

Chi Fang waved the halberd in his hand again. The attack of the ghost God was right in front of him. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The Grand halberd light transformed into the form of a ghost God, and a huge Ghost Face appeared in 

the sky. 

"Ye chen, how dare you disrespect me? your death is only natural!" 

"Hahaha, a puny little demon general is like an ant. You should know how insignificant you are in front 

of the heavens." 

Ye chen laughed wildly. He retracted his energy and waves of powerful netherworld energy returned to 

his sea of energy. Then, the heavenly Dragon's Roar shook the sky. 

 "Heavenly Dragon roar!" 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The netherworld divine power transformed into the form of a Demon Dragon and swept out. The sound 

of thunder reverberated, and the universe no longer existed! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Before ye Chen's eyes, space exploded in a straight line. It was like a straight rainbow of energy that shot 

up to the nine Heavens. 

"What?" 

Demonic general chifang was taken aback. He waved his halberd countless times, trying to block the 

attacks of the man in front of him. However, he was still too weak. In front of the heavens, an ant could 

only be killed! 

"Ah!" 

With a scream, demonic general chifang's body stiffened. Then, his entire body exploded. 

The sound of bones breaking and ashes scattering! 

"Ah?" 

Many of the demon Warriors revealed a look of fear when they saw this scene. This kind of power was 

like a Demon King from hell, an ancient beast. Who would dare to provoke him? 

Seeing ye Chen's arrival, the great ancestor, Wushuang, was excited. 

Fellow Daoist ye, you're back." 



The old ancestor shouted. 

"Forefather, Wushuang, I've made you worry. This time, I'm here to take care of these trash!" 

"Hahaha, good!" 

The old ancestor laughed wildly and took out a pot of old wine, waiting to celebrate. 

At this moment, demon general chifang had been exterminated, and the demon Army was in chaos. 

They wanted to escape. 

"Hurry, hurry up, turn the rudder!" 

On the demon ships, some demon Warriors started to turn the steering wheel and headed back. 

"Hmph, die!" 

Ye chen ascended to the ninth heaven so quickly that he could not even blink. 

"The celestial Emperor ordered the sword to spin!" 

The celestial Thearch sword endless form and the thunderstorm rolled out. Countless Dragon-shaped 

storms were like claws and fangs that stretched out from hell, instantly locking onto the demonic ship. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

After a series of explosions, the million-strong demon Army on the demonic battleship died one after 

another. 

Fresh blood flowed, dyeing the entire demonic battleship. In the blood-red Sky, only the heavens can be 

proved. 

 


